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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF SAO PAULO,
BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Dear children:

I have waited until this day to tell you that My Maternal Heart is already palpitating spiritually in
Central America, awaiting more souls to collaborate with the concretization of the designs of your
Heavenly Mother.

For this reason My Divine Consciousness is gathering all the powers of Its Grace to pour them out
as most potent rays of mercy and redemption upon the nations that I will visit during the month of
November.

Your Most Holy Mother thus prepares the field of the human consciousnesses to be able to sow the
new and last seeds that will be born in the inner gardens of My Most Beloved Son, those that I come
to sow and cultivate in Central America for when the Christ in His Divine Glory returns to be able
to find a place within humanity where to re-found His Holy Celestial Church.

My Marian mission with the world and with all souls is preparatory and co-redemptive, it is a
mission that after so long shelters all those who are spiritually marginalized and all those that often
lost the opportunity to return to the Celestial Father.

Dear children, therefore today I come to announce that the prayers with the brothers and sisters of
different nations and the visionaries of the Order will continue for an indefinite time, since the fruits
of this task have reached joy and gratitude in My Immaculate Heart.

It is so, dear children, that this task will expand itself to each praying being that every fifteen days,
in the world, wants to unite with Me to this network of prayer for peace.

Now for Europe, Africa and Asia new consecrated beings will assign their lives to exercise this
chain of prayer, so we will constitute a chain of prayer for the planet and for humanity through the
Mystery of the Holy Rosary.

I thank all the praying beings for having followed this last cycle of preparation, now a larger door
opens itself to shelter everyone.

I thank you for following Me.

Who loves and blesses you.

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


